Introduction 32
Debris flows are one of the most catastrophic hazards in mountainous areas (e. combining grain-size distribution and particle densities (Pierson, 2005) . In this study, the 
Rainfall infiltration and convolution 188
Under heavy rainfall, the excess rainwater will become surface runoff when rainfall 189 intensity exceeds the infiltration capacity. In EDDA 2.0, the infiltration capacity is assumed 190 to be the saturated permeability of the surface soil. The surface runoff process is simulated by 191 solving the governing equations (Eqs. 1-3) and Manning's equation with i, A and C v equal to 192 zero. The runoff water may cause surface erosion, or mix with landslide mass or flowing 193 mixture, which will be described later. With the knowledge of real-time pore water pressure profiles provided by the infiltration 210 module, a real-time slope instability analysis can follow. Considering that these rain-induced 211 slope failures are shallow-seated: the thickness of the failure mass is small compared to the 212 large plan dimensions of these slopes. Therefore, an infinite slope model for two-layer soil 213 slopes is a reasonable option to evaluate the factor of safety (F s ) (Wu et al., 2016) . Following 214
Chen and Zhang (2014), the search for the minimum F s goes from the ground surface to the 215 wetting front where the volumetric water content changes significantly. If the minimum F s is 216 smaller than 1, slope failure will occur at the depth corresponding to the minimum F s . The 217 landslide mass is assumed to be a free-flowing mixture immediately after the slope failure, 218 with a pre-defined C v value for the soil deposit and a flow depth the same as the failure depth. 219 220
Initiation of debris flows due to bed erosion 221
Intense rainfall can generate plentiful surface runoff, and the soil bed will erode in the 222 runoff water. The initially clear overland flow can gradually develop into a hyperconcentrated 223 flow and finally into a hillslope debris flow, as its C v value increases through entrainment 224 from bed erosion. To consider this initiation mechanism, the erosion process is analyzed 225 within each computational cell at each time step. 226
We consider the occurrence of erosion under the condition that the bed shear stress is 227 along its flow path (King, 1996) . In the integrated model, the landslide mass and surface 257 erosion are considered as the sources of material entrainment. The slope stability and surface 258 erosion evaluation module will be called for every computational cell at every time step; 259 hence the entrainment process is automatically considered once the two modules are called. 260
After flowing into a flatter area, deposition of some solid material will occur. Deposition 261 is deemed to occur if the flow velocity is smaller than a critical value and C v is larger than the 262 equilibrium value described in Eq. 8. The deposition rate can be expressed as 263
where V e is the critical flow velocity following Takahashi After all the computations have been completed in each time step, numerical stability 282 criteria are checked for each cell to limit the time step to avoid surging while allowing for 283 large time steps. Three convergence criteria are adopted: 284
(1) The Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition, with the physical interpretation that a 285 particle of fluid should not travel more than the cell size in one time step (Fletcher, 286 1990 ), is mostly used in explicit schemes. The time step is limited by 287
where C is the Courant number (C is not smaller than or equal to 1); m is a coefficient 289 (5/3 for a wide channel); c is the computed wave celerity. 290
(2) The percent change of flow depth in one time step should not exceed a specified 291 tolerant value, TOLP(h); 292 (3) The change in flow depth in one time step should not exceed a specified tolerant 293 value, TOL(h), which is applied when the flow moves to a cell with zero flow depth. 294
Adjusting these three criteria, the computational time and accuracy could reach a good 295 balance. If all the numerical stability criteria are successfully satisfied, the time step can be 296 increased for the next computational cycle. Otherwise the time step will be reduced and the 297 computation restarted. The volume conservation is computed at the end of each time step for 298 the inflow, outflow, grid system storage and infiltration loss. by Srivastava and Yeh (1991) and Zhan et al. (2013) . The scenario of two-layer soil is 340 considered, which is also used in the field application. Table 1 presents the input parameters  341 for the four cases. Four combinations are set up to represent likely in-situ conditions. The 342 results from the numerical infiltration module and the analytical solution are compared in Fig.  343 8. For all the four cases, the module performance is satisfactory. 344 345
Verification test 3: slope stability analysis 346
The 2008 Wenchuan earthquake triggered over 50,000 landslides within the earthquake 347 region, leaving a large amount of loose materials on hill slopes and in channels (Fig. 4) . 348
These materials became the source of numerous post-earthquake rain-induced landslides and 349 debris flows. Until now, nearly 80% of such materials remained in the mountain regions, 350 same as those in that study, with the only difference being that the area concerned in this 354 study is only Xiaojiagou Ravine (Fig. 4) . The loose soil deposits are assumed to be two 355 layers. Given the same parameters such as the topography, layer thicknesses and soil 356 properties, the unstable cells when rainfall terminates are computed using the slope failure 357 module. Comparing the simulation results with the observation (Fig. 9) , the computed 358 unstable cells generally fall upon the landslide scars formed during the rainstorm event. (Fig. 5) . A catastrophic debris flow was triggered by the storm in Xiaojiagou Ravine (Fig. 4) . 
Input information 377
In EDDA 1.0, the study area has to be divided into two domains for rainfall runoff 378 simulation and debris-flow runout simulation respectively. However, in the integrated 379 simulation by EDDA 2.0, only one grid of 9500 cells 30  30 m in size is created (Fig. 2) . of the maximum flow velocity is shown in Fig. 10b , with the maximum value being 9.5 m/s, 406 which is very close to that from EDDA 1.0 (9.1 m/s). The slightly larger value of flow 407 velocity from EDDA 2.0 is attributed to the consideration of the extra surface runoff within 408 domain two created when using EDDA 1.0 (Fig. 2) . The maximum velocity occurs in the 409 ravine channels, indicating that the debris flow moves very rapidly. 410
The simulated and observed deposition areas are compared in Fig. 11 . It is seen that the 411 simulation results (Fig. 11a ) match the observation (Fig. 11b) The changes in the volumetric sediment concentration C v and the discharge hydrograph 418 at Section 1-1 (Fig. 4) are recorded during the simulation of the whole rainfall process, shown 419 in Fig. 12 . The integrated model simulates two peaks in the discharge process throughout the 420 rainfall with a precursory boulder front arriving in advance. At around 12 h, the value of C v 421 increases very quickly to a peak value of 0.6, indicating the arrival of the debris flow. 422
Afterwards, C v decreases, which can be viewed as a hyperconcentrated flow or a clear water 423 flow after the debris flow passes. Another large debris flow surge is simulated at around 32 h 424 with the same pattern as the first one. The debris flow passes through Section 1-1 (Fig. 4)  425 Geosci. Model Dev. Discuss., https://doi.org/10.5194/gmd-2017-204 Manuscript under review for journal Geosci. Model Dev. To demonstrate the evolution of the flowing mixture within the drainage basin, the 432 distributions of C v at four snapshots during the storm are shown in Fig. 13 . The recording 433 times of these four figures span a complete evolution cycle, i.e. clear water flow (Fig. 13a) , 434 debris flow initiation (Fig. 13b) , debris flow motion (Fig. 13c) , and hyperconcentrated 435 flow/clear water flow (Fig. 13d) . This evolution cycle could occur within the basin several 436 times in different branch channels, which can be captured by the integrated model. Table 2 . Properties of four types of superficial materials. 697 Table 3 . Soil properties for debris flow simulation. 698 
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